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Outline

Objectives/goals of re-designing the markets

Operation: Energy markets and short-term dispatch/reliability
Investment: Capacity remuneration/long-term capacity adequacy

– Design requests
– Bugs to fix at the current market design

Takeaways
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Flexibility Resources/Market Actors
Electrification/sector coupling - Finding ramping capabilities
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Flexible Supply and Demand
Does energy only markets insure adequate flexibility incentives?

VRE increases the need for flexibility/"ramping" capability; yet only energy is traded at the 
energy markets
• are there incentives for flexible supply and demand?

Yes, demand and generation units with short ramping time 
can make a business case in volatile markets compared 
to slow ramping units.

Slow ramping thermal plant, mc 35 €/MWh

fast ramping peaker, mc 60 €/MWh

hour 1 2 3 4

Slow, MWh/h 25 28 35 50

Fast, MWh/h 0 0 15 0

Price 35 -10 60 35

Simple model shows that the incentives are there

Design requests:
• No market failures
• Volatile prices
• Transmission of prices to consumers

Inspired by Benjamin Hobbs (2017)



Make Markets Renewbles Ready
RE-think: Make RE market ready versus making markets RE ready

Current bugs to fix:
• Raise price caps/allow price volatility
• Gate closure closer to time of delivery
• Smaller trading intervals at the intraday market (15 minutes?)
• Transmission of prices to consumers, e.g. grid tariffs and taxes
• RES-E as markets players

Design requests:
• All actors, also RES-E, as 

market players

Market-driven deployment of renewables:
• no priority/splitting of the market
• allow for new business cases
• market based support until RES are competitive



if perfect and full-information, markets are complete, no externalities…, 

there exists thus no need for capacity mechanisms

However, 

• externalities exists

• no one has full-information

• markets are incomplete

⇒? lack of investment & adequacy problems.

Investments in Energy Only Markets
Will revenues in short-run electricity markets cover CAPEX of new generation and ensure adequacy?

• energy prices both support optimal dispatch/short-term reliability, and optimal 
investment/Long-term capacity adequacy

Caramanis (IEEE TPWRS, 1982); Schweppe et al. (1988)



Investment Incentives
Scarcity pricing/missing money
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Design requests:

• better scarcity pricing

• lowering investment risk 

Current bugs to fix:
• Increase price caps to or above VOLL
• Estimate trigger value for CRM/scarcity
• Introduce scarcity premium (solve missing money problem + DR)
• Lower investment risk 
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likely to set price
- scarcity pricing
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Missing consumers (no price elasticity) => how to determine the scarcity price?

Missing money (too low prices and few spikes) => scarcity pricing is needed in order to insure investments



Scarcity Pricing and Capacity Mechanisms
Which mechanisms solve the missing money problem and lower the investment risk?
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Keep as much as possible at the current markets.

We don't need capacity markets just for having capacity. 
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The downward sloping Operating Reserve Demand Curve determined by the expected value of 
lost load (i.e. product of VOLL and LOLP) translates into a price premium in the spot market.

Operating Reserve Demand Curve
Microeconomics/first principles - solving the missing money problem

In peak periods, where probability of lost load is high the premiums 
are correspondingly high.⇒

⇒
In other periods, where the probability is negligible, the premiums 
are essentially zero.

⇒
Improved scarcity 
pricing



⇒A higher spot prices that reflects the 
probability of lost load

Premium (via operating reserve demand curve)

⇒Swap the revenue from scarcity periods for 
a risk-free payment

Reliability options

Spot market Cost-effective allocation

Sufficient revenue for 
generators

Acceptable investment risk 
(cash flow timing)

⇒

Long-Term Capacity Adequacy



Takeaways
•Trend to more market integration and need of more flexibility
•VRE and electrified sectors need to become active electricity 
market actors

•Holistic market design in order to identify and assess regulatory 
and technical pathways towards coherent energy systems

•Fix the energy markets. Capacity mechanism shall be used as 
an intervention of last resort only. 

•Reliance on single market model with improved scarcity 
pricing and coordinated capacity mechanisms (if necessary)

Research gaps
•Fixing current bugs at the energy only markets
•Design of market based RES support and 
the pathway to fully market based

•Finding the optimal CRM design
•Co-existence of different CRMs, 
e.g. premium and reliability options
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Reliability Options

By selling reliability options generators swap the revenue from few, 
infrequent scarcity periods with a risk-free payment.⇒

Generators choose either:

Consumers benefit from sufficient capacity / reliability and from a 
hedge against price spikes.⇒

Income = 
∑ spot price

Income =
∑ spot price, when spot price below strike price

+ ∑ strike price, when spot price above strike price
+ payment for selling reliability option

Sell Reliability
Options

Earn the spot market 
price 

Decreases investment 
risk⇒



The Danish perspective
• Electricity market design changes would largely be based on international approaches

– Will Danish wind production be competitive with other generation in a European context? 
– Will Danish flexible and reliable capacity be competitive with other resources in a 

European context?

• Requirements for domestic capacity and flexibility
– Will it be necessary to implement (or maintain) mechanisms to ensure domestic 

renewable capacity?
– Will it be desirable to create distribution grid markets to remunerate smart resources? 

Will these affect the available resources on system level? How should these markets be 
designed?

– Will it be necessary to create remuneration mechanisms for heating and transport 
resources? Will these affect the available resources in the electricity system? What 
mechanisms would that be?

– Will it be desirable to allow other local market arrangements? What would be the effects?

1510.10.201
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EU proposal regarding Capacity mechanisms

Overall objective:
Capacity mechanism shall be used as an intervention of last resort only 
Instruments:
• Common European adequacy assessment based on 

coherent principles (Reg. Art. 18)
• Where the European resource adequacy assessment 

has not identified a resource adequacy concern, 
capacity mechanisms shall not be applied (Reg. Art. 
23)

• Adequacy concerns should be solved at first by 
removing all distortions in the energy market (price 
caps, balancing markets, market power, barriers to 
demand response, appropriate bidding zones) (Reg. 
Art. 18)

• For temporary risks, a strategic reserve is 
considered an appropriate solution (the reserve 
must be held out of the market) (COM(2016) 752, 
p.12)

• Mechanisms other than strategic reserves shall be 
open to cross-border participation (Reg. Art. 21)

• Emission cap (550 g-CO2/kWh) for new capacity 
(Reg. Art. 23)

• Existing mechanisms need to be adjusted 
accordingly (Reg. Art. 24)

Flexibility impact:
• Provisions on the adequacy assessment and capacity mechanisms puts great emphasis on fixing 

the energy markets first, which should have a positive impact on flexibility providers
• If capacity mechanisms are implemented the criteria should be non-discriminating; the detailed 

design, however,  is not defined and thus it is still open in how far flexibility characteristics will 
play a role
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